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1. (a) Sketch a section through a keyless sleeved propeller.

(b) State which metal you would, expect the sleeve to be made of for contact with the forged mild steel shaft and why? 

2. Sketch a static oily-water separator labelling all its important parts. 

3. (a) Describe a reverse osmosis system for the, production of drinking water on board the, ships. 

(b) State - 

(i) pre-treatment used with RO equipment 

(ii) the post-treatment necessary.

       (c) List its advantages compared with a low-pressure evaporator. 

4. Describe a system of watertight doors as fitted in a large modern passenger liner stating the positions from which the doors may be operated. Discuss the frequency and nature, of the testing and maintenance of the system. 

5. Ships are provided with an independent diesel or electric or air operated emergency fire pump.

State three areas in which emergency fire pumps are commonly installed and give reasons. 

6. Distinguish between ‘Primary cell’ and between ‘Lead acid’ and ‘Alkaline cell’. 

7. (a)  For a freon-22 vapour compression refrigeration machine state how each of the following faults are indicated and how they are remedied: -

(i) Air in the system

(ii) Moisture in the system

(iii) Undercharge

(iv) Overcharge. 

(b) Describe with a diagram detailing the devices incorporated into the refrigeration system malfunction to protect the machinery and equipment against malfunction.

8. (a) Make a detailed sketch of a full balanced rudder.                  

(b) Make a detailed sketch of the lower bearing arrangement, for a fully balanced rudder and explain how replacement of bearing is catered for.

(c) State the purpose of the jumping bar.

(d) Other than drainage, state the reason why a rudder is fitted with a drain plug.

9. Describe, with the aid of diagrammatic sketch, a bilge pumping arrangement for a dry cargo ship.
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